May 2022
GENERAL MEETING
The next meeting at Stirling House is on Wednesday 18 May at 6pm when James Cassidy
will present ‘Death on the Riverbank: The Long Shadow of the Velvick Case of 1833’.
Refreshments available from 5.30pm; Bookshop open until 6pm.
At the end of April 1833, two settlers found themselves on the wrong end
of a spear. Thomas and John Velvick had been killed by a group of
Noongar men as a form of payback justice. In response, the colonial
administration outlawed three Noongar men: Midgegooroo, Yagan, and
Munday. While this event is often included in histories of Western
Australia, it is typically not approached with the depth of analysis it
deserves. Further investigation presents a more intriguing picture. The
account that emerges from this investigation challenges the straightforward
narrative put out by the colonial administration at the time, which has been
often repeated by subsequent historians.
The outlawing of Midgegooroo, Yagan and Munday meant that the killing
of the Velvick brothers cast a long shadow. Each of these men encountered
a very different fate. Two would be killed, while one survived. This period,
however, also marks the period where certain Whadjuk
Noongar people began to take the initiative when it came to
dealings with the settler population and the colonial administration. From what is mostly treated as
typical colonial violence, a much broader narrative unfolds.
James Cassidy is a high school teacher and PhD candidate at the University of WA. When James
isn’t dealing with the world of secondary education in the midst of a pandemic, you will often find
him telling people far too many things about the 1830s for them to remain interested. His research
is focussed on the opening years of the colonial invasion of Noongar Country, and what insights
can be found in the lived experiences of certain individuals in early colonial WA.

Giant Second Hand Book Sale 2022
A great success in this time of COVID!

Our wholehearted congratulations and thanks to Pamela & Nick Drew for a full
year’s dedicated work to achieve another significant success for the Society.
This year with fewer boxes of donated books (423 in all) and fewer people out and
about shopping because of the pandemic we still achieved an addition of
approximately $15,000 to the Society’s hungry coffers over the weekend and $17,500 in total for the year.
We thank all members — those who donated books and those who came along and bought them. Special thanks to
the following members who laboured long and hard over the weekend to ensure everything went smoothly: Ian
Beresford Peirse, Bevan & Jennie Carter, Ros Currie, Steven Drake Brockman, Steve Errington, Val Hutch,
Barbara & Dave Melvin, Richard & Callum Offen, Daniel Ranshaw, Rachel Roe, June Rolfe, Colin Strickland,
Mike Taylor and Shane Watson.
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A Tour of Samson House
Georgina Wigley
Located on the corner of Ellen and Ord Streets in Fremantle is historic Samson House,
the venue for Tours and Events’ excursion held on Sunday 20 March. Before handing
the 33 participants over to the awaiting friendly National Trust guides, Ron Bodycoat
from the Society provided a potted history of the Samson dynasty and the family home.
Lionel Samson and his brother William arrived in the Swan River Colony in August
1829 aboard the Calista. Within a year they had established L & W Samson, trading in
beer, wine and spirits, and later diversifying into other commodities including
sandalwood, dried fish and wool. In 1842 Lionel married Frances (Fanny) Levi with
whom he had six children. After his brother moved to Adelaide he dissolved the
partnership and established a family business, Lionel Samson & Son with his eldest son
Michael in 1863. Today this successful family business still operates in Cliff Street
Fremantle and continues to be managed by descendants of the original Samsons.
Michael worked in the family business until 1875 when, for reasons lost to history,
he had a falling out with his father and was ‘banished to China’. There he remained,
working in the lucrative sandalwood trade, until his return to Fremantle in 1887
when he joined the WA Customs Dept. Michael married Mary Murphy and
commissioned a young architect J J Talbot Hobbs to design a family home he named
Park View and which is now called Samson House.
Between 1888 and 1889 the single-storey house made from locally sourced limestone
finished with red brick dressings was built at a cost of £1050. Its design is best
described as Federation Bungalow owing to its symmetrical plan with rooms off the
central corridor which extends from the front door to the back door, a roofed verandah
and feature leadlight windows. Michael’s collection of items from his travels in Asia,
found in the house today, add an intriguing layer to the story of this home.
As Michael and Mary’s family grew together with their active role in community affairs,
especially after Michael was elected Mayor of Fremantle in 1905, they again commissioned
the services of J J Talbot Hobbs. He designed extensions, including a dining room, drawing
room, bathroom and Italianate tower. At the rear of the home a multipurpose Carriage
House was added, which today contains laundry and garage artefacts.
Michael and Mary’s eldest child, William Frederick Samson (better known as Fred),
was born in 1892 in the home where he lived most of his life. As a child he
remembered his parents’ hospitality and willingness to help people. A favourite story
was the watering of Tsai Mahomet’s and Fsai Mahomet’s camels prior to the
cameleers setting out for the goldfields. This water was hand-pumped from the
family’s 21-metre well, a feature which is still operational today.
Fred became the owner of Samson House after his mother died in 1920. Like his
grandfather and his father, he was active in the commercial, social and political life
of Fremantle. With his wife Daphne Marks, whom he married in 1935, he
entertained often and readily welcomed visitors from all over the world. Fred’s
community involvement saw him elected Mayor of Fremantle in 1951, a position he
held until retirement in 1972. During the tour the guides pointed out the various
items of memorabilia gifted to Fred and Daphne as thanks for their hospitality; and
also later to Rita, Fred’s sister, who supported her brother in his mayoral duties after
Daphne died in 1953. In recognition of his many and varied community endeavours
he became Sir Frederick in 1962.
Fred was a keen gardener planting a large rose garden between the 1930s and 1940s, a
garden that nowadays craves some tender loving care. He was an avid amateur
photographer and loved showing movies in a theatrette he built on part of the original
verandah. Another of his interests was preserving Fremantle’s rich built heritage and
he actively campaigned to save the former Lunatic Asylum, now the Fremantle Arts
Centre, from demolition in the 1970s. Given this interest it’s no surprise that in 1974
just prior to his death he bequeathed his family home and grounds including
furnishings, photographs, paintings and artefacts to the people of WA. Initially this
historic home was maintained and managed by the WA Museum. However in 2010 its
care was entrusted to the National Trust.
This magnificent historic home provided tour participants with a snapshot of life in
Fremantle over a period over a century through the eyes of the two generations of
Samsons who called it home. The National Trust has set up the house to appear ‘as
though the family has just gone out for a walk’. The commentary offered by our
knowledgeable guides added to the splendid display.
What better way for participants to thank our wonderful hosts than to share homemade
scones and impressions of the visit on the majestic old verandah.
References
Samson House Cottage and ‘Stables’ Ellen Street, Fremantle. Conservation Plan, July 1995.
J K Ewers, The Western Gateway: A History of Fremantle, 1971.
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Community Talk

Affiliates & Other News

‘The Country is Alive’: a sense of place among
Aboriginal and other West Australians.
Bill & Jenny Bunbury
Bill Bunbury rewarded his
appreciative audience with a
wonderful talk, his many sound
bites expertly played by Jenny
Bunbury. We are indebted to them
both. Bill’s decades of
broadcasting experience at the
ABC have honed his technical
skills and wisdom; combined with
his sensitivity to emotional
responses he was able to vividly evoke settlers’
responses to their new environment.
He pointed first to early settlers’ determination to
conquer the environment, quoting the Revd J R
Wollaston’s description of the ‘moral wilderness of the
world to be broken up and cultivated’; and then
contrasting that with literary excerpts from D H
Lawrence, Judith Wright and Nancy Cato, all hearing
the emotional call of the land. In a moving talk he
explored settler Australians’ growing sense of place
which goes much beyond the appeal of the picturesque
to feelings of reverence for the bush, almost a sense of
spiritual presence.
While non-Aboriginal sense of place is different from
Aboriginal Australians’ feelings for country,
nevertheless it has come to infuse and shape both
groups of Australians living in this unique place.

Denmark Historical Society’s newsletter Koorabup
celebrates sixty years of the Denmark Fire Brigade.
Formed in 1962 it took the place of the thirteen
separate brigades that had operated throughout the
district. The importance of an effective brigade was
recently demonstrated when fires not seen in a long
time swept through the area. Houses were lost, fences
burnt and stock killed. How important it is to record
the histories of these vital local organisations!
***************
Chimes newsletter reports on the restoration and
renewal of several heritage places at New Norcia —
the old bakery oven, St Gertrude’s flat, New Norcia
Guesthouse and Salvado Café Bar. All is in readiness
for Easter. The newsletter invites visitors: ‘Our tranquil
and scenic environment and the quiet prayerfulness of
the monastic routine form the perfect setting for
seeking peace, enlightenment, renewal and clarity’.
In celebration of Women’s History Month, a new
website about the history of midwifery in Australia
has been launched at —
https://australianmidwiferyhistory.org.au/
Midwifery is one of the oldest recorded professions.
All towns and cities throughout history would have had
a local midwife. These women were important
members of their communities. Besides attending
women in childbirth, they were often the person who
assisted families during dying and death. Older
members of your family or someone you know may
have memories of one of these ‘Granny Midwives’ or
of one of the growing number of professionally trained
midwives who practised in the first half of the 20th
century in Australia. You may have knowledge of
midwifery and childbirth for First Nations people, precolonisation. If so, please contact —
history@midwives.org.au
Good news for researchers!
Thanks to the good work of Dr Shane Burke and his
team, together with grant funding from the WA History
Foundation, archival documents concerning King
George Sound settlement at Albany when under
control from the colony of New South Wales between
1826 and 1831, have now been scanned and are freely
available online through NDU at the following website
https://researchonline.nd.edu.au/kgs_nsw_letters/
This material is a splendid addition to the archival base
for WA historians, and particularly those who cannot
easily travel to NSW. A great project!
Western Australian History Foundation Grants 2022
Grants round closes – 1 July
For guidelines and more information, see
http://www.wahistoryfoundation.org.au/grants/
guidelines-for-applicants/
Further questions by email to the Secretary —
Lenore Layman [Dr]
layman@westnet.com.au
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part of life with dances being regular occurrences in the
many small communities that grew as colonial
settlements expanded.
Both tea and coffee drinking had become elaborate
rituals with rigorously prescribed conventions. Every
household with any pretension to gentility brought its
tea and coffee services: urn (kettle), tea pot, hot water
jug, milk jug and other necessary accoutrements such
as cream jugs, cake baskets, sweetmeat dishes, delicate
cabinets for holding the tea and tea trays made of silver
or Sheffield plate. Tea at Lady Richardson Bunbury's
home at Picton, with her butler in attendance, was
described in an earlier article in this series.
It would not, however, have been quite so formal at
Charlotte Bussell’s home ‘Cattle Chosen’ even though
Archdeacon Wollaston remarked that the Bussells had
brought out ‘handsome plate, costly china’ because their
silver had gone down in a wreck off the coast and only
surfaced many years later in an antiques display. By
then it was the property of another prominent family.

Taking Tea — Anyone for a cuppa?
Dr Dorothy Erickson

Charlotte Bussell’s tea set. MA 2009.154a-d

This almost complete tea set was donated to the
Society by Edwin Owen Humphrey whose wife had
nursed a member of the Bussell family, and passed on
both the tea set and the story. It is believed to have
been a wedding gift to Charlotte Cookworthy née
Spicer (1803-1901) who married John Garrett Bussell
in 1839 and sailed to join him at ‘Cattle Chosen’ on the
Vasse. The tea set manufactured c1837-8, was made
either by Flight, Barr & Barr, a forerunner of
Worcester, or by Caughley. It has a crescent mark
common to both firms.
The aspirations and
habits of the first
settlers of the Swan
River Colony had an
enduring effect, with
the mores of the
British gentry
retained and
reinforced as markers
of proper behaviour.
Diaries of the early
settlers confirm that
they continued their
English habits as best
they could in their
new environment
that they frequently
portrayed as a
romantic arcadia. It
was a life that seems
from a distance
reminiscent of a Jane
Austen novel.
Writing home Fanny
Bussell assumed her
Charlotte Bussell. P1999.4464
readers that ‘dress is
by no means neglected here and far more observed than
in England’. Sometimes this caused difficulties, as when
she had trouble negotiating the palings of a fence in full
evening costume at Augusta. Adversity bred closelyknit communities, strict in their observance of social
conventions and yet extremely hospitable. Music,
dancing, glee clubs, literary societies, and the like were

Margaret Saunders, Cattle Chosen, 1933, watercolour.
A1986.146

Thomas Turner, Cattle Chosen, 1836. Pencil on paper. State
Art Collection, Art Gallery of WA.

The Bussells were an erudite circle. John, an Oxford
scholar, had brought an extensive library containing
Homer, Thucydides, Livy, Tacitus, Sophocles,
Aeschylus, Xenophon, Horace, Quintilian, Lucretius
and Juvenal which perhaps elite neighbours wished to
hear read aloud. As at the Vasse a number of early
colonial homes were constructed within a sociable
distance, so Charlotte would have had many
opportunities to use her tea set.
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Can You Help — with this photographic find?
A Cottesloe resident and anonymous donor found this small cache of photographs taken in the northwest in the
1920s-1930s in the midst of a roadside collection in Cottesloe and thought of the RWAHS. We are now holding
these photographs in the library and will accession them into the collection at P2022.32-39. The captions are
those written on the backs of the photographs.
Can anyone help us with any further information about them?

Mark’s shearing team

McCamey. Croydon Station Whim Creek. 1934

Colin Johnson. Mt Seabrook Station 1928, Republic Truck.

Wallal Station 1931

L to R Top row: Bill, Arthur, W O’B, Joe
Bottom row: Ray, Ted, Col, Tuffy, Snow, Charlie, Peter
August 1927

Coongan Siding

Leaving Croydon to Mt Salirist 1934

Peak Hill Mine 1933
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gave up drink, went on a diet to take off weight and,
after a long struggle, gave up smoking.
John Tonkin (no relation to Arthur) resigned the Labor
leadership in 1976, preparatory to leaving politics in
1977 after 44 years in the Assembly. His successor was
Colin Jamieson, a left-wing ally of Chamberlain’s. He
led the party to defeat in the 1977 State election, and the
caucus sacked him in 1978. Ron Davies, 55, replaced
Jamieson and he, in turn, was discarded after leading
Labor to its next defeat in the 1980 general election. He
was the victim of an ambush set up in his absence
overseas by Burke and his cronies. They engineered a
coup against the genial Davies at a stormy caucus
meeting in September 1981. Burke, 34, was elected
leader by 20 votes to 11, with Bryce, 38, as his deputy.
Both Labor and Liberals went to the next general
election, on 19 February 1983, with new leaders. After
turning 70 on 29 September 1981, Sir Charles Court
had decided to retire as Premier with effect from 25
January 1982. Ray O’Connor succeeded him. The
leadership changes were significant. Though Court was
the greatest achiever of WA’s Premiers in terms of
State development, ranking above Forrest and Mitchell,
he carried his adversary style of politics to an extreme.
He had an abrasive manner that alienated people.
O’Connor, affable and easygoing, promised that his
government would be about people rather than big
business, introducing special measures to help homebuyers, low-income earners and the unemployed.
Burke, as Leader of the Opposition, set out to show
that big business would have nothing to fear from a
Labor government. He went out of his way to cultivate
the confidence of business leaders like Laurie Connell
and Alan Bond.
The WA general election of 19 February 1983, gave
Labor its first victory since 1971, gaining nine new
seats in the Legislative Assembly and winning a clear
majority. The Liberals lost eight members, including
four ministers. It was a personal triumph for Burke, the
West commented.
Burke became Premier on 25 February 1983, his 36th
birthday. He introduced a new form of government. In
the party machine he was instrumental in securing right
-wing ascendancy over the old-style left-wing
ideologues. He surrounded himself with advisers on
special contracts, chosen from his old familiars. Before
making any major decision, he rang around ten to
fifteen of them to get their views. He created a big
Government Media Office and exerted heavy pressure
on journalists in newspapers, radio and television. He
made news management an art form.
An innovation made possible by his executive style of
government was to break away from the trammels of safe
finance entrenched in Treasury practice. To maximise
revenue, he put public funds at risk in entrepreneurial
ventures through new and existing government agencies
not subject to parliamentary budgeting. Dominant in
cabinet and caucus, and with a sympathetic press and a
weak Opposition, Burke was able to get his own way as
Premier pretty well as he liked.
The climax came in 1987 and 1988 with clumsy rescue
operations for failing businesses. It was a disaster area for
ministerial amateurs. The taxpayers had to foot the bill
for hundreds of millions of dollars. Burke was out of the
country before the chickens came home to roost. After
five years as Premier, he stepped down on 25 February
1988, leaving Peter Dowding to deal with the mess.
Griff Richards, as abridged by Margot Lang

The library contains a great number of personal
accounts of West Australian life including one by Griff
Richards, a former editor-in-chief of the influential
West Australian newspaper. Below is one of Griff’s
recollections. His entire history is available online
from the RWAHS library.
Distinction came to one of our old boys in 1983. Brian
Burke, who had left the West Australian as a cadet in
1969 without leading anyone to believe that he was
destined for greatness, became Premier of WA after
taking the Labor Party to victory in a general election
on 19 February 1983.
I remembered him as an untidy fat boy who had the
bad luck to be given a desk outside the editor’s door.
This brought him under notice – unhappily, for the
picture he presented was too often a study in still life.
He was 18 when he started work as a cadet proofreader
at West Australian Newspapers. A year later he
succeeded on his second attempt to get a journalism
cadetship. He began as a first-year cadet reporter on 9
January 1967 and resigned as a third-year cadet on 23
May 1969 to go to radio station 6PM.
The move gave him a rise in pay as a graded journalist.
But he did not stay long at 6PM. His father Tom, who
was in the staff office of WAN, helped him to get a job
as a C-grade journalist with WAN-controlled TVW
Channel 7 in March 1970. He was still an undisciplined
18 stone (114.5 kg), but he profited from both the TV
experience and the friendships he developed.
He had joined the Labor Party in 1963 at the age of 16,
influenced by his right-wing father’s harsh treatment
from Joe Chamberlain, socialist supremo of Labor’s
party machine. Tom Burke died in January 1973, and
four months later 26-year-old Brian won pre-selection
as the Labor candidate for the Legislative Assembly seat
of Balcatta. In a by-election in July 1973 Burke just
scraped home, winning by 30 votes. Labor was beaten
in the next general election, on 30 March 1974, and
went into opposition till 1983, but Burke held his seat
with increasing majorities. He had a genuine interest in
people and spent long hours nursing his electorate.
The turning point in Burke’s career came in 1977 when
he was arrested for drunken driving. On his way home
after a late sitting of the Assembly, his car hit a taxi in
Scarborough Beach Road, Osborne Park, in the early
hours of 13 October. He tried to get away, but was
chased and caught by the taxi driver. His breathalyser
reading was 0.198 – well over the legal limit of 0.08.
He was fined $250 for drunken driving, $100 for
dangerous driving and $40 for failure to stop after the
accident, and lost his driving licence for six months. It
could well have meant the end of Burke’s career, but
he toughed it out and moderated his behaviour. He
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Book Reviews

Frank ecstatically met his siblings and places he
remembered from childhood. Both also had fun
chasing relatives of Spaniards they had met in
Australia. Then came a tour of Spain, mostly
chauffeured by his young cousins, seeing everything,
including fighting fires in the Monforte countryside.

Cindy Solonec, Debesa. The Story of Frank and
Katie Rodriguez, Magabala, 2021. In Library &
Bookshop $25.
Reviewer: Pamela Statham Drew

Back home a severe car accident put them both in
hospital and Katie had her leg amputated. She
struggled with her prosthesis but a great party to
celebrate their 40th wedding anniversary in 1986
brought all sections of the family together. She needed
daily treatment, which was provided first by a
community nurse, then by her devoted husband. Strict
Catholic belief remained a comfort to Frank. After
Katie’s death in 1994 he travelled to South America to
visit two of his brothers there. Back in Derby he
needed company, so moved to Kununurra to be near
his son; and finally he moved to Broome to be with his
oldest daughter, where he died in 2011.

This is a fascinating family
history that tells the story of the
author’s parents – Francisco
(Frank) Rodriguez and Katie
Fraser – who met on Liveringa
Station in 1945. At the time
both were new arrivals to work
there. They came from different
worlds — Frank from Galicia in
Spain and Katie from a Nigena
Aboriginal family of mixed
descent trapped in Western
Australia’s assimilationist regime. They were,
however, united in their Catholic faith; both had left
Benedictine novitiates. The pair wed in 1946 and four
children were born of their union.

One feels breathless at the end of this book, which pours
out reminiscences at break-neck speed. In the process it
paints a vivid picture, both distressing and inspiring, of
one family’s experience of the Kimberley in the mid
20th century. It is a rich story engagingly told.

The family moved over considerable distances to visit
extended family in Broome, Derby, Yampi Sound,
Cockatoo Island, New Norcia, Beagle Bay mission and
Drysdale River mission. Both parents worked on many
stations: Liveringa, Yeeda, Christmas Creek,
Myroodah, Hill Station (aka Denham Station), Glenroy,
Camballin and Nookanbah stations. (A map would have
been useful). Frank worked at odd jobs as well as
building houses and sheds, while Katie as a domestic.

David Price, Dark Tales from the Long River. A
bloody history of Australia’s north-west frontier,
Fremantle Press, 2021. In Library.
Reviewer: Lenore Layman
The ‘long river’ is the Gascoyne
and its ‘dark tales’ concern the
violent conflicts that occurred as
settlers moved into the region,
mostly to establish pastoral
enterprises, and Aboriginal people
resisted their dispossession of
country. The book is framed by
the arrival (1882) and retirement
(1915) of Magistrate C D V Foss.
Fremantle Press has classified it
as ‘true crime/history’, explaining
that colonial law worked ‘to maintain order rather than
to secure justice’. David Price aims to uncover the
district’s ‘hidden history’ and end Carnarvon’s ‘wilful
amnesia’. With this purpose the book joins a growing
number of recent publications that set out to transform
Australians’ understandings of life and death on the
colonial frontiers as those frontiers moved across the
face of the continent.

By 1951 Frank is able to lease Backland Downs
Station of 54,000 acres. Small by Kimberley standards,
it was only some 96km from Derby. They named it
Debesa – a Galician name for a small feeding plot. To
pay it off, Frank was prevailed upon to build a church
in Derby, a big house for Kim Durack and CWA
headquarters in Derby. He also agreed to a partnership
with Horrie Miller, of MMA fame, to develop stations.
Slowly the flock at Debesa increased, with musters of
new stock from Nookanbah after the wet.
Miller forced the family off Debesa c1970 and the
lease fell into disrepair. Frank despaired but little could
be done. They moved to Derby. Frank fished and
tended his garden, clearly depressed by the move. As
the children left home to pursue employment, tighter
government interventions on the lives of Aboriginal
people brought more of the extended family into
Derby, living on the Derby reserve.
Frank started working for Main Roads, building fences
to stop stock wandering onto the road and culverts to
redirect water. Mostly he was happy in the bush.
However communal living in Main Rd camps became
alienating. Frank was not a hard drinker and thought
siphoning petrol from Main Rd vehicles for personal use
was a sin. Going to town and spending a week’s pay was
not his way and he usually stayed behind and worked.
After a few days at home in Derby for Christmas he
resigned and began employment at Liveringa.

These are grim stories and intentionally so. However the
author has not had far to look to find them. The book
testifies to the benefits brought to the telling of
Australian history by the creation and ease-of-use of
TROVE, the National Library’s online database of
Australian newspapers. David Price relies on these
primary sources to piece together the stories of killings
that he tells. In so doing he has provided evidence of a
national ‘amnesia’ — the events were all documented in
contemporary newspapers and therefore known to daily
newspaper readers; in other words the bulk of late
colonial and early 20th century populations. However, as

In the mid 1970s the couple travelled to Spain where
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the 20th century progressed, the violence endemic to the
frontiers was forgotten; now insistent voices are calling
fellow Australians’ attention back to this part of our past.
The author selects a series of criminal cases to show
the extent and variety of Gascoyne frontier violence.
First, cases of settler-Aboriginal violence: the 1882
killing of teamster Charlie Redfern and the subsequent
trial and hanging of Wangabiddy who speared him; and
then the particularly brutal death of Thackabiddy in
1883 and shepherd Charles Clifford’s manslaughter
trial and acquittal; followed by the abortive trial of the
leaseholding Shaw brothers for the death of Bungurdie
in 1889, and the 1899 conviction of pastoralist George
Julius Brockman for the sustained and particularly
brutal punishment of Coordie. Aboriginal men were
regularly convicted and sent to Rottnest Island prison
while white offenders only rarely found their way to
court and were almost never convicted. Thus, Price
argues, did the law ‘pacify’ a violent pastoral frontier.
Shark Bay’s pearling grounds were another violent
frontier in these years with the arrival and growing
success of Chinese men who were also keen to grow
rich on the district’s natural resources. The author
targets the rising racism and the eventual exclusion of
Chinese entrepreneurs from Shark Bay’s pearling
industry. An account of pastoralist and pearler Leopold
von Bibra’s trial and acquittal for the death in 1884 of
one of his Chinese indentured labourers Jim Chu is
another case of cruelty among masters. This story is
followed by that of Ah Hook, an unhappy and
disturbed Chinese man who is eventually hanged for
one of the shooting deaths of a number of his Chinese
and Japanese neighbours.
Then the book explores the extended process by which
kangaroo shooter John Fleming was eventually
convicted in a Perth court of the manslaughter in 1905
of fellow roo shooter James Lonton. The gulf between
Community Officer:
Editor History West:
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Perth and Carnarvon public opinion was wide — the
frontier bred its own attitudes and values. The book’s
remaining stories carry the crimes forward in time to
the 1905 Roth Royal Commission.
All this is not a happy read but it is an important one
for all who wish to understand more fully the
colonisation process, and particularly its costs.

Steven Rogers, My Dear Papa, Ethel and Jim
Hewson’s letters home to Yorkshire from a bush
hut in Jingalup 1907-1910, Perth, 2021. E-book
in Library.
Reviewer: Pamela Statham Drew
The story begins with a young
English girl writing each week
to the father she never sees
who is an officer in India. She
trains as a teacher, marries
engineer Jim Hewson, and
migrates with him and their
young son Jack to WA,
settling in the bush near
Kojonup. Both she and Jim
write letters home to
Yorkshire including great
detail about building their
home of wood cut on the
block, about the cow and calf,
and the blessing of milk (often the only food they
have), and about sewing clothes for a small boy — and
all his firsts. Jim becomes secretary of the Katanning
Road Board and so has an income through the
depression. He buys up blocks from destitute farmers
and clears the timber to pay for them. Ethel was an
artist and a number of her watercolours of the bush are
included, together with a number of photographs.
If you’re a member who receives this newsletter in
hard copy by post, and you’re happy to receive it by
email, please contact 9386 3841 or
admin@histwest.org.au with your email address, and
save money and trees by receiving it online!

